Electron transfer from protein to DNA in irradiated chromatin.
Irradiation of dry or fully hydrated frozen DNA systems (conditions of direct damage) has been shown by electron-spin resonance spectroscopy to give rise to electron-gain centres localized on thymine (T.-) and electron loss centres ('holes') localized on guanine (G.+) with approximately equal yields. Our parallel studies on the development of both single- and double-strand breaks under comparable conditions provide good evidence that these radical centres are the precursors to such damage, and we and others have argued that this may be of relevance to the damage pathways in vivo. We now report evidence that when DNA is complexed to proteins as it is in the nuclei of eukaryotes, electron transfer from the histone to DNA is facile, leading to a significant increase in the yield of electron-gain centres in DNA as judged from their electron-spin resonance spectra. In contrast 'holes' generated in the protein are trapped and do not lead to any detectable increase in the yields of G.+.